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Model Designer Essentials 
How to open the Model Designer 
The Model Designer allows you to create, design and edit models as well as manage 
model settings and user licences. 

To open the model designer: 

1. Open the Cubix application from the Start menu. This will open Cubix in Excel. 

2. Select the Cubix ribbon.  

3. Go to the model designer group and select Designer. The Cubix Model Designer 
window will appear. 

How to create a new model 
There are two methods for creating a new model, through a blank model where you can 
define members from scratch or through a model template where the model structure 
and members have been predefined. 

When a new model is created, a new folder (named after the model name you enter) is 
created. This folder contains the design file of the model and will contain (once created) 
the backup file(s) of the data, browsers, the database, reports and any other files you 
choose to save in this folder. 

To create a new model: 

1. In the model designer top menu, select or hover over New Model.  
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2. Choose the method you wish to create a new model with, either Blank Model or 
Create Model From Template. 

3. If you selected Create Model From Template, select the zip file of the type of 
model you wish to use as a template.  

4. Enter/change the Model Name. It cannot exceed 20 characters, must not include 
spaces or special characters except an underscore (‘_’). It must start with a letter.  

5. Enter/change the Model Description. It cannot exceed 40 characters.  
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6. Ensure the Model Path for your model is correct. By default, this location is set 
to the location defined in the Global Path Settings. It can be changed by selecting 
Browse.  

7. Click Save. The new model tile will appear listed on the screen.  

How to open a model in the Model Designer 
Each model can only be edited by the model admin which is set to ‘Admin’. This cannot 
be changed however a password can be assigned to ‘Admin’. 

To open a model in the model designer: 

1. In the model designer models screen, select the model tile you wish to open.  

2. A login screen will appear, enter admin as the Username and a Password if 
necessary.  

3. Click Log In, the model will open. 
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How to add a password for the admin user 
Each model can only be edited by the model admin which is set to ‘Admin’. This cannot 
be changed however a password can be assigned to ‘Admin’. 

To add a password for the admin user: 

1. Open the model you wish to add a password for. 
2. Go to Manage Users, the users screen will appear.  

3. For the admin user enter a password in the Password column.  

4. Click Save, Back then Save Model Design. Admin’s password is now saved, 
please make a note of the password.  

How to reset a forgotten password for admin 
Please follow the steps below if you have forgotten your password for the 'Admin' user 
for one of the models in the Cubix Model Designer. 

To reset the password for admin: 

1. In the model designer export the model, do not tick Include Data.  

2. Complete the form below and upload the model's exported zipped folder. 
3. Centrixe Support will email you back the model's zipped folder with a new 

password for admin. Save this new zipped folder. 
4. In the model designer import the zipped folder sent by Centrixe Support. 

5. Use the new admin password received from Centrixe Support when logging 
into this model. Once you have logged in you can change this password if you 
wish, please make a note of the password. 

How to change a model’s settings 
Once a model has been created, its name, description and path can all be changed. 

A model’s name can be changed, however this changes the model’s file path as the 
folder underneath which the model (containing design files and backups) is located, 
changes its name simultaneously. The model will then need to be generated. 
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A model’s description can be changed without affecting other areas. 

An individual model’s file path can be changed and located somewhere different to the 
default file path if required. A model’s file path is the folder location in which the model 
(containing design files and backups) is located. The model will then need to be 
generated. 

To change a model’s name: 

1. As a precaution before a model’s name gets changed it is suggested that you 
take a backup of the data via Backup Data in Cubix. 

2. Then take an export of the model and data via Export from the Model Designer, 
save the zipped folder under the model folder. 

3. Take a copy of the model folder before its name gets changed. You can delete 
the copy once the model’s name has been successfully changed. 

4. Next, in the model designer models screen, select Model Settings within the tile 
of the model you wish to change the name of.  

5. A login screen will appear, enter admin as the Username and the Password if 
necessary.  

6. Click Log In, the edit model settings window will appear.  

7. Change the Model Name. It cannot exceed 20 characters, must not include 
spaces or special characters except an underscore (‘_’). It must start with a letter.  
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8. Click Save and Yes to confirm you understand that the model’s file path will 
change. The process will begin to move the model folder from the original 
location to the new location. You will need to generate the model.  

To change a model’s description: 

1. In the model designer models screen, select Model Settings within the tile of the 
model you wish to change description of.  

2. A login screen will appear, enter admin as the Username and the Password if 
necessary.  

3. Click Log In, the edit model settings window will appear.  

4. Change the Model Description. It cannot exceed 40 characters. 

 
5. Click Save, the new model description will now show.  

To change a model’s file path: 

1. As a precaution before a model’s file path gets changed it is suggested that you 
take a backup of the data via Backup Data in Cubix. 

2. Then take an export of the model and data via Export from the Model Designer, 
save the zipped folder under the model folder. 

3. Take a copy of the model folder before its file path changes. You can delete the 
copy once the model’s file path has been successfully changed. 
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4. Next, in the model designer models screen, select Model Settings within the tile 
of the model you wish to change the file path of.  

5. A login screen will appear, enter admin as the Username and the Password if 
necessary.  

6. Click Log In, the edit model settings window will appear.  

7. Click Browse next to the Model Path. 

 
8. Select the path you wish to change to and select OK.  

9. Click Save and Yes to confirm you want to change the model’s file path. The 
process will begin to move the model folder from the original location to the new 
location. You will need to generate the model.   
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How to copy a model 
When a copy of a model is taken, a new folder (named after the model name you enter) 
is created. This folder contains the design file of the model and will contain (once 
created) the backup file(s) of the data, browsers, the database, reports and any other 
files you choose to save in this folder. 

To copy a model: 

1. In the model designer models screen, select Copy Model within the tile of the 
model you wish to copy.  

2. Change the Model Name and if necessary other model settings.  

3. Click Save. The copied model tile will appear listed on the screen.  

How to delete a model 
When a model is deleted, the model’s folder (named after the model name) which 
contains the design file of the model, the backup file(s) of the data, browsers, the 
database, reports and any other files you choose to save in this folder, will also be 
deleted. 

To delete a model: 

1. In the model designer models screen, select Delete Model within the tile of the 
model you wish to delete. 
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2. A login screen will appear, enter admin as the Username and the Password if 
necessary.  

3. Click Log In, Yes to confirm you understand that the model and its files cannot 
be recovered then Yes to confirm you want to delete the model.  

How to export a model 
An export of a model contains the model’s latest design file and if selected the latest 
backup file(s).  

The export process will export these files and compress them into a zipped folder which 
can be imported when required. 

Popular times when an export is performed: 

 To transfer the model and (if required) data to another Cubix location. 
 To take a major backup of the model at a particular stage which can be imported 

back if required. 

To export a model: 

1. If required, perform a Backup Data in Cubix to create the latest backup file(s) if 
the export is to include data. 

2. In the model designer top menu, select Export Model.  

3. Tick the model(s) you wish to export.  

4. Unselect Include data if you do not want the export to include the latest backup 
file(s). 
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5. Click Export, then select a location the zipped folder should be exported to. The 
export process will start.  

How to import a model 
To import a model, the model must have previously been exported and compressed in 
a zipped folder. 

The import process will overwrite the latest design file and if the previous export 
included data, it will overwrite the current latest backup file(s) with the backup file(s) 
included in the export. Therefore, when you restore data, it will automatically use the 
backup file(s) from the export. 

Popular times when an export is performed: 

 To transfer the model and (if required) data from another Cubix location. 
 To import back a major backup of the model from a particular stage if required. 

To import a model: 

1. In the model designer top menu, select Import Model.  

2. Select the zipped folder of the export you wish to import. 
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3. Choose the Import Options you wish to use when importing the zipped folder. 
Click OK to confirm. 

4. If the model already exists, click Yes to confirm you wish to replace the latest 
design file and rename the latest backup file(s). The import process will start. 

How to change the default file path 
When a new model is created the default path it uses is defined during the installation 
of Cubix and can be changed in Global Path Settings. 

There are 4 paths that can be defined when Cubix is installed on a local machine: 

Path Explanation 

Configuration file path for 
unshared databases 

The location of the global 
configuration file for unshared 

models (Global.mdb file) 

Configuration file path for 
shared databases 

The location of the global 
configuration file for shared 

models (Global.mdb file) 

Default location for 
unshared databases 

The folder location underneath 
which, unshared models 

(containing design files and 
backups) are located. 

Default location for 
shared databases 

The folder location underneath 
which, shared models 

(containing design files and 
backups) are located. 

When Cubix is installed on a server operating system, there is only one configuration file 
path and one default location for databases. This is because all models on a server 
operating system are shared by default. 

To change the default file path: 

1. In the model designer top menu, select or hover over Settings.  
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2. Select Global Path Settings, the global path settings window will appear.  

3. Click Browse of the path you wish to change. 

 
4. Select the path you wish to change to and select OK.  

5. Click Save, the global path settings have been updated.   
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How to set up users 
Before users can be added to a model, they must be created in the Manage User 
Licenses area. There are 3 sections: 

Section Explanation 

Licence Overview 

Outlines the Cubix license expiry date and 
shows the number of users that are 

available or have been assigned for each 
licence type. 

Assigned Licenses 
Shows all users who have been assigned a 
licence. Add, Delete and Save users in this 

section. 
User Accessible 

Models 
Shows the models the selected user has 

access to in Cubix. 
Adding users is limited in some editions. 

There are 2 types of licences: 

Licence Type Explanation 

Full Users who have been assigned a full licence 
can be assigned any access to a model. 

Read Only 
Users who have been assigned a read only 

licence can only be assigned read only 
access to a model. 

Read only licence types is limited in some editions. 

To set up users: 

1. In the model designer top menu, select or hover over Settings.  

2. Select Manage User Licences, the manage user licences screen will appear.  

3. Click Add to add a user.  
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4. Enter a User Name. It cannot exceed 30 characters, must not include spaces or 
special characters except an underscore (‘_’). It must start with a letter.  

5. Enter a First Name, Last Name and assign an available Licence Type.  

6. Click Save, you can now add that user to a model.  

How to share a model 
Sharing a model allows multiple users access to a model from a central location. 

There are 2 methods for sharing a model: 

Sharing Option Explanation 
Share Model 

Database 
The database is located in a shared location for all users 

who have access to that location.  

Share Model 
Database and 
Model Design 

The database is located in a shared location for all users 
who have access to that location. The design can be 

edited by all users provided they know the admin 
password if created. 

Sharing a model only applies to Cubix installed on a local machine and not when 
installed on a server operating system. This is because all models on a server operating 
system are shared by default. 

Model’s can only be shared with other users who also have Cubix installed locally and 
have access to the shared location. 

Sharing models is limited in some editions 

To share a model: 

1. As a precaution before a model gets shared it is suggested that you take a 
backup of the data via Backup Data in Cubix. 

2. Then take an export of the model and data via Export from the Model Designer, 
save the zipped folder under the model folder. 

3. Take a copy of the model folder before it gets moved to the shared location. You 
can delete the copy once the model has been shared successfully. 

4. Next, ensure you have set up default file paths for shared models in Global Path 
Settings. 
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5. In the model designer models screen, select Model Settings within the tile of the 
model you wish to share.  

6. A login screen will appear, enter admin as the Username and the Password if 
necessary. 

7. Click Log In, the edit model settings window will appear.  

8. Select the Sharing Options you want to apply to the model. The Model Path will 
change to the default file path.  

9. Click Save and Yes to confirm you want to change the model’s file path. The 
process will begin to move the model folder from the original location to the new 
location. You will need to generate the model. All users added to the model who 
have access to the new location will then be able to access the model.  
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Model Designing 
Model designing essentials 
Before you can enter any data or perform any analysis and reporting, you need to 
design and build your model. 

Each model consists of eight dimensions that together make up the structure for all 
data held in the Cubix database: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The model designer takes you through each dimension. Each dimension contains 
members, these are lists of items needed to meet reporting, consolidation and 
analytical requirements. 

Each member has attributes. A name and a description attribute are required at 
minimum. In some dimensions other attributes are also required with some attributes 
optional. 

Member names must be unique as data is recorded against these; it can be difficult to 
change a name once data has been recorded against them. They can’t exceed 30 
characters and must contain no spaces or special characters except an underscore (‘_’). 
They must start with a letter. 

The description is used to further describe the member and can’t exceed 60 characters. 

Function Explanation 
Entity Business unit or customer structure 

Variable Accounts or data items 
Product Product or departmental analysis 
Version Types of data 

Time Time periods 
View Supports adjustments 
Mode Supports period and cumulative data 

Currency Supports currency conversions 
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A common attribute other than name and description is type which allows you to define 
which form that member will possess. The different type attributes are explained for 
each dimension. 

How to use Excel to help design models 
While the model designer can be used to edit lists of members, set members and 
calculation rules, Excel can be used too. This method is best used when large lists need 
to be edited rather than small edits. 

Copy the existing list of members, set members or calculation rules out of the model 
designer into a blank excel workbook. Edit the list in Excel and copy the list of members 
back to the model designer. 

To ensure the list is pasted back correctly ensure column headers are not included and 
that the list’s columns match the columns within the designer. 

To edit in Excel: 

1. Go to the list of members, set members or calculation rules you wish to edit. 
(Sets can’t be copied/pasted, they must be entered via the designer). 

2. Select the top left box between the column and row headers which highlights all 
rows and columns.  

3. Click Copy, to copy the list to your clipboard.  

4. Paste in a blank Excel workbook and edit the list. 
5. When ready, copy the list from Excel excluding the column headers in the 

process. 
6. Select the top left box between the column and row headers which highlights all 

rows and columns again.  

7. Use Ctrl + V to paste the list. 
8. Ensure the list has been correctly pasted. 
9. Click Save.  
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10. When ready, click Back and Yes to verifying the design definitions.  

What are entities and paths? 
Entities are the discreet units that make up your business structure. They can be 
physical locations, companies, customers, business units, departments, regions, 
salespeople or any other such organisational unit. 

There are 3 types of entity: Input, Elimination and Consolidated: 

Adding elimination entities is limited in some editions. 

Paths allow you to create different consolidation hierarchies using different 
consolidation entities for example: you may need one hierarchy that reflects a 
management consolidation structure and another that reflects a legal consolidation 
structure. A new blank model will include one path called ‘Consolidation_Path1’, further 
paths can be added.  

With multiple paths, each path includes the same input entities but has its own 
consolidated and elimination entities. Therefore, the same underlying input entity data 
can be eliminated and consolidated in different ways. 

Adding paths is limited in some editions. 

A new blank model, under the ‘Consolidation_Path1’ path, contains one consolidated 
entity called ‘Consolidated_Entity1’ and one input entity called ‘Input_Entity1’. These can 
be renamed or replaced if necessary. 

Variable sets and product sets can be assigned to entities to restrict areas of entry 
within the model. 

Type Explanation 

Input 
Represents the members for which data is entered or loaded to for 

example: locations, companies, or customers. Each model must contain at 
least one input entity. 

Elimination 
Most used in financial consolidation models to assist in the elimination of 

intercompany transactions and consolidation adjustments. Elimination 
entities are optional. 

Consolidation 

Used for totals and subtotals of underlying input entities for example: 
regional totals, company consolidations or salespeople. Consolidated 
entities are organised in paths. Each model must contain at least one 

consolidated entity, however, many more can be included to give many 
levels of sub consolidation. 
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Dependent entities can be assigned to ensure the same calculation process applied to 
one entity is also applied to the dependent entity at the same time.  

How to add entities 
For each entity, the following attributes are required at minimum: 

 Name – enter a unique name, less than 30 characters, with no spaces or special 
characters except an underscore (‘_’). It must start with a letter. 

 Description – enter a description no longer than 60 characters. 

 Type – automatically applied depending on the tab: Input, Elimination or 
Consolidation. 

 Path Parent – select the parent consolidated entity for the current entity for 
each consolidation path defined. 

To add entity members: 

1. First click the Entity Members tile.  

2. In the Input tab, enter each input entity’s Name and Description. You may want 
to rename or delete the default input entities. Click Save.   
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3. (Optional: In the Elimination tab, enter each elimination entity’s Name and 
Description. Click Save).  

4. In the Consolidation tab, enter each consolidation entity’s Name, Description 
and Path Parent. You may want to rename or delete the default consolidated 
entity. Click Save.  

5. Return to the Input tab, enter each input entity’s Path Parent. Click Save.  

6. (Optional: Return to the Elimination tab, enter each input entity’s Path Parent. 
Click Save).  

7. Click Save.  

8. Go to the Hierarchy tab to check the entity hierarchy.  

9. Once all entity members have been added, click Back and Yes to verify the 
design definitions.   
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10. Save the model design.  

How to add entity paths 
Adding paths is limited in some editions. 

To add entity paths: 

1. First click the Advanced option arrow.  

2. Click the Path tile.  

3. Enter a Name and Description for each additional path.  

4. Click Save.  

5. Click Back and Yes to verify the design definitions then Back again to return to 
the main menu.  

6. Click the Entity Members tile, add the necessary elimination and consolidated 
entities for the new path through the new path tile(s).   
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7. Go to the Input tab to update the new Path Parent for each input entity.  

8. Click Save.  

9. Go to the Hierarchy tab to check the entity hierarchy for all paths.  

10. Once all entity members have been added, click Back and Yes to verify the 
design definitions.  

11. Save the model design.  

How to link a variable set to an entity 
Variable sets are linked to entities to restrict the areas where data can be input. 

Create a variable set with variable members relevant to an entity. Then attach that set 
to an input or elimination entity. 

To link a variable set to an entity: 

1. First create a variable set with the necessary variable members through the 
Member Sets tile.   
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2. Go to the Entity Members tile.  

3. Select the variable set for the input or elimination entity from the dropdown.  

4. Click Save.  

5. Once all variable sets have been linked, click Back and Yes to verify the design 
definitions. 

6. Save the model design. 

How to link a product set to an entity 
Product sets are linked to entities to restrict the areas where data can be input. 

Create a product set with product members relevant to an entity. Then attach that set 
to an input or elimination entity. 

To link a product set to an entity: 

1. First create a product set with the necessary product members through the 
Member Sets tile.   
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2. Go to the Entity Members tile. 

3. Select the product set for the input or elimination entity from the dropdown.  

4. Click Save. 

5. Once all product sets have been linked, click Back and Yes to verify the design 
definitions. 

6. Save the model design. 

What are variables? 
Variables are accounts or data items. They can be financial and non-financial items, 
calculated items, KPIs, ratios, statistics, or any other type of numeric data items. 

There are 3 types of variables: Heading, Transaction and Balanced:  

Type Explanation 

Heading Does not hold data. It can act as a heading, title, or spacer in the list of 
variables helping to structure the list of variables. 

Transaction 
Used for data that cumulates over time. For example, a cost account where 

the costs from period 1 is added to the costs from period 2 to determine 
the cumulative total as at period 2. Usually P&L items. 

Balanced 
Used for data that doesn't cumulate over time. For example, a cash balance 

account which is used to report the closing balance as at the end of each 
period. Usually balance sheet items. 
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When creating variables, it is important you keep in mind which members will later 
contain calculations defined in the Calculation Rules. For example: direct sales, indirect 
sales, and other sales variable members would be input but total sales would be 
calculated and later assigned a rule to sum the three sales variables. 

Variables can be set to become available for input in all products or set to become 
available for input in selected products through the Has Product and Product Set 
attribute.  

How to add variables 
For each variable, the following attributes are required at minimum: 

 Name – enter a unique name, less than 30 characters, with no spaces or special 
characters except an underscore (‘_’). It must start with a letter. 

 Description – enter a description no longer than 60 characters. 

 Type – select one of three types of 
variables: Heading, Transaction or Balanced. 

 Has Product (Optional) – the variable is to be available for input in all product 
members except total. Remaining unticked allows for input only in the total 
product member. 

 Precision – decimal places to be shown for this variable. Default is set at 2 
decimal places.  
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To add variable members: 

1. First click the Variable Members tile.  

2. Enter each variable’s Name and Description then select its Type. You may want 
to rename or delete the default variables. (Optional: Tick Has Product to make 
that variable available for input in all product members except total).  
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3. (Optional: Change the Precision value if you want the decimal places to be 
different to 2).  

4. Click Save.  

5. Once all variable members have been added, click Back and Yes to verifying the 
design definitions. 

6. Save the model design. 

How to link a product set to a variable 
Product sets are linked to variables to restrict the areas of where data can be input. 

Create a product set with only the necessary product members a variable should be 
able to input and view. Then attach that set to a variable. 

The Has Product attribute must be ticked to add a product set.  
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To link a product set to a variable: 

1. First create a product set with the necessary product members through the Set 
Members tile.  

2. Go to the Variable Members tile.  

3. Ensure Has Product is ticked, then select the Product Set for each necessary 
variable from the dropdown.  

4. Click Save.  

5. Once all product sets have been linked, click Back and Yes to verify the design 
definitions. 

6. Save the model design.  
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How to use sumto calculations 
Add a SumTo variable, which will be a calculated from a number of other variables. 

Useful for sales analysis model types, or where large quantities of variables need 
summing together into another variable. 

To use sumto calculations: 

1. From within the Variable Members tile, add a SumTo variable. Repeat for all 
variables that require a SumTo variable.  

2. Click Save.  

3. Click Back and Yes to verify the design definitions then Back again to return to 
the main menu.  

4. Click the Calculation Rules tile.  
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5. Create a rule for each SumTo variable using the following rule:  
SUMIF( [First variable in list to be calculated] .. [Last variable in list to be 
calculated], Variable^SumTo == @[SumTo variable] )  

6. Click Save.  

7. Once all rule calculations have been added, click Back and Yes to verify the 
design definitions. 

8. Save the model design. 

What are products? 
Products provide a further break down of data according to products or similar 
groupings. Although it is called the product dimension, it is not restricted to product 
analysis. It can be used to split data according to any sub-grouping you like such as 
departments, business lines or asset categories. 

Every Cubix model must have at least one product defined. Every new model will come 
with a default product named ‘Total’. This can be renamed if necessary. 

All or specific products can be assigned to variables through the Has Product or 
Product Set attribute and by doing so can restrict data input to valid combinations of 
variables and products.   
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How to add products 
For each product, the following attributes are required at minimum: 

 Name – enter a unique name, less than 30 characters, with no spaces or special 
characters except an underscore (‘_’). It must start with a letter. 

 Description – enter a description no longer than 60 characters. 

 Auto Sum – the product will automatically sum together all products to give a 
total. If you want to create your own calculation logic for products leave this un-
ticked and create your own rule in Calculation Rules. 

To add products: 

1. First click the Product Members tile.  

2. Enter each product’s Name and Description.  

3. (Optional: Untick AutoSum if you don’t want all product members to summed 
into the total product member and would prefer to create your own calculation 
in calculation rules).  

4. Click Save.   
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5. Once all product members have been added, click Back and Yes to verifying the 
design definitions. 

6. Save the model design. 

What are versions? 
Versions create the ability to hold multiple types of data. The version dimension is set 
up for data types such as: current year actual, prior year historic, budget and forecast as 
well as a unique type to combine actuals with forecast. The final number and nature of 
the versions needed in any model is entirely dependent on the reporting and analysis 
requirements. 

Adding versions is limited in some editions. 

There are 4 types of versions: History, Actual, Forecast and ActFor: 

Type Explanation 
History Used for holding prior year(s) historic data. 

Actual 
Used for holding current year actual data. Includes functionality to control 

period end closing and rolling forward of balances. 
Forecast Used for holding fixed forecast or budget data. 

ActFor Used for rolling forecasts by mixing actual data up to the last closed period 
with fixed forecast data for future periods. 

Versions can be linked to other versions to: 

 Link the last period of one version to the opening balance period of another 
version 

 Ensure when the year-end process is performed, the data is moved to the 
correct version. 

Each model has calculation rule sets which are applied to certain versions. Usually, 
actrules for history and actual version types and forrules for forecast and actfor 
versions. This allows different lists of rules to be applied to different versions. 

Calculation rule sets is limited in some editions. 

Data for specific versions can either be entered or loaded on a periodic value basis with 
Cubix calculating the cumulative position, or data for specific versions can be entered or 
loaded on a cumulative basis with Cubix calculating the periodic values. Each version 
has this option however it is linked to the applied rule set. Therefore, if the option is 
changed for a particular version, it will also be changed for all other versions that use 
the same rule set. 
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How to add versions 
For each version, the following attributes are required at minimum: 

 Name – enter a unique name, less than 30 characters, with no spaces or special 
characters except an underscore (‘_’). It must start with a letter. 

 Description – enter a description no longer than 60 characters. 

 Type – select one of four types of variables: History, Actual, Forecast or ActFor. 

 Cycle (Optional) – enter an associate year or number to a version. 

 Rule Set – select either ActRules or ForRules.  

 Input As YTD (Optional) – tick to confirm data will be input in year to date for 
that version and all versions using the same rule set. Remaining unticked 
confirms data will be input in period value for that version and all versions using 
the same rule set. 

 Lock Control (Optional) - select which versions will be available for locking. 

 Lock Forecast (Optional) – select if you want forecast periods to be locked when 
the version is locked. If unticked, only the actual periods will be locked when the 
version is locked. 

 OBInput (Optional) – select if a version’s opening balance time period will be 
input, this can be referenced in the Calculation Rules. 

To add versions: 

1. First click the Version Members tile.   
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2. Enter each version’s Name and Description then select its Type. You may want 
to rename or delete the default versions.  

3. (Optional: Add a Cycle value such as the year of the version if necessary).  

4. Select a Rule Set. Usually, actrules for history and actual version types and 
forrules for forecast and actfor versions.  

5. Tick Input As YTD if data for version(s) are to be inputted in a year-to-date 
format.  

6. (Optional: Tick Lock Control, Lock Forecast and/or OBInput if you wish).  
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7. Click Save.  

8. Once all version members have been added, click Back and Yes to verifying the 
design definitions. 

9. Save the model design. 

How to assign time links 
Assigning a time link establishes a link to the last period of another version. For 
example, the current year actual version would have a link to the prior year version so 
that the first period of the current year follows on from the last period of prior year 
populating the opening balance of balanced type variables with data. 

To assign time links: 

1. From within the Version Members tile, select the cell for Time Link and the 
chosen version you wish to add it to.  

2. Select the version you wish to link.  

3. Click Save.  
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4. Once all time links have been added, click Back and Yes to verifying the design 
definitions. 

5. Save the model design. 

How to assign roll links 
Assigning a roll link establishes a link between versions that determines how data is 
rolled over at the end of the year. Data flows from the roll linked version for example, 
the prior year version would have a roll link with the current year actual version, 
signifying that at the end of the year the current year data will be rolled to the prior year 
version. 

To assign roll links: 

1. From within the Version Members tile, select the cell for Roll Link and the 
chosen version you wish to add it to.  

2. Select the version you wish to link.  

3. Click Save.   
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4. Once all roll links have been added, click Back and Yes to verifying the design 
definitions. 

5. Save the model design. 

How to assign actual links 
Assigning an actual link only applies to ActFor version types. It determines which 
version is to be blended with the forecast. 

To assign actual links: 

1. From within the Version Members tile, select the cell for Actual Link and the 
chosen ActFor version you wish to add it to.  

2. Select the version you wish to link.  

3. Click Save.  

4. Once all actual links have been added, click Back and Yes to verifying the design 
definitions. 

5. Save the model design.  
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What is time? 
Time defines the time periods in the model. These can be months, weeks, days, 
quarters, full years, in fact any kind of periodic division you like. By default, any new 
model starts with an opening balance, 12 months running January to December, a half 
year total and a full year total. 

Adding time periods is limited in some editions. 

There are 4 types of versions: Period, Total, OpenBal and Spread: 

Type Explanation 
Period Standard time periods running in sequence with other periods. 

Total Used for calculations such as quarters and year totals or for additional 
periods that are outside the standard calendar sequence. 

OpenBal 

Used in financial models to bring forward opening balances from the prior 
year closing. If used, the openbal type should come immediately prior to 

the first period type. A version must be time linked to bring forward 
balances. 

Spread 
Used in conjunction with the in-built forecasting features of Cubix which 
allows automatic spreading of forecast targets across period type time 

periods. 
Time contains a cumulative reset point which resets an accumulation of data. Usually 
applied to the first openbal or period type time member and all total and spread type 
time members.   
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How to add time 
For each product, the following attributes are required at minimum: 

 Name – enter a unique name, less than 30 characters, with no spaces or special 
characters except an underscore (‘_’). It must start with a letter. 

 Description – enter a description no longer than 60 characters. 

 Type – select one of four types of variables: Period, Total, OpenBal or Spread. 

 Cumulative Reset - specify which time periods represent the start of time-based 
accumulation. 

To add time periods: 

1. First click the Time Members tile.  

2. Enter each time period’s Name and Description then select its Type. 
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3. Tick Cumulative Reset for periods representing the start of time-based 
accumulation.  

4. Click Save.  

5. Once all time period members have been added, click Back and Yes to verifying 
the design definitions. 

6. Save the model design. 
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What are views? 
The view dimension supports the posting of adjustment data. 

By default, the view dimension only contains the Input view member, where data is 
entered/loaded. Adding Adjust and Net view members allows for entry of adjustment 
data and the sum of the input and adjust view members, giving the final value. 

The inclusion of adjust and net views is automatic if the Journal and/or Inter Company 
Balance modules are enabled. 

Journal and Inter Company Balance modules is limited in some editions.  

How to add views 
For each product, the following attributes are required at minimum: 

 Name – automatically applied names. 

 Description – automatically applied descriptions. 

To add adjust and net view members: 

1. First click the View Members tile.  

2. Click Add twice. This adds the Adjust and Net view members automatically in 
addition to adding the net calculation to the calculation rules. You can change 
the descriptions if necessary.  

3. Click Save.  
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4. Once the view members have been added, click Back and Yes to verifying the 
design definitions. 

5. Save the model design. 

What are sets? 
Sets are a means of combining members of a dimension into meaningful groups for 
processing, printing, and reporting. 

Sets can help present data in a predefined layout and order making data easier to read. 

A dimension may contain hundreds of members which you don’t want to search for 
when browsing or analysing data. This is where sets aid navigation through the data. 

Sets can also be useful when creating calculation rules. By combining certain items into 
sets, one single calculation rule can be applied to just those specific items.  

Sets can be referenced in reports to show different content depending on which set has 
been selected. 

Sets are optional but if desired can be created for Entity, Variable, Product, Version 
and Time. 

For each dimension, the sets input screen consists of 3 panes:  

Pane Explanation 
Sets The list of sets for the given dimension. 

Set Members 
The list and order of members within the selected set 

for the given dimension. 

All Members A list of all members for the given dimension available 
for inclusion into the set. 
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How to add sets 
For each set, the following attributes are required at minimum: 

 Name – enter a unique name, less than 30 characters, with no spaces or special 
characters. 

 Description – enter a description no longer than 60 characters. 

To add sets: 

1. First click the Member Sets tile.  

2. Click the member set tile you wish to create a set for.  

3. In the Sets pane add a set Name and Description for the set.   
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4. In the All Members pane select all members you wish to add to the set.  

5. When all members have been selected click Add Members to add them to the 
set.   
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6. (Optional: In the Set Members pane, you may wish to further edit the set such 
as its order or adding blank/space members to space out the set).  

7. Click Save.  

8. Repeat for the other member sets. 
9. Once all Member Sets have been added, click Back to Main Menu.  

10. Save the model design. 

What are calculation rules? 
Calculation rules are created to connect all dimensions together. They can be broad, 
applying to all entities, time periods and all variables, or can be specific, only applying to 
one cell if it meets certain conditions. 

Think of an individual rule as a cell formula in an Excel spreadsheet. For example, a rule 
may define how a quarterly total is calculated or how net assets are calculated. In a rule 
you stipulate which variables will be used in the calculation and how the calculation is to 
be performed. 
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A key difference between Cubix rules and an Excel spreadsheet formula is that the rules 
logic is stored separately from the data. This means that a rule can be defined and 
written once but applied to many different data areas in the Cubix model. 

There are two default rule sets. Each data version is assigned a rule set, so having two 
rules sets available allows for different versions to be calculated differently.  

Calculation rule sets is limited in some editions. 

Rules are inserted or added to the currently selected rule set and each will have a name, 
ratio option, range and the actual calculation to be performed. 

The Calculation Rules screen is split into two panes. The left side being a list of all the 
rules in the currently selected set and the right side being an edit pane for the currently 
selected rule.  

The Cubix rule calculations list uses rule precedence. It may be the case that more than 
one rule could reference a particular cell within a browser, therefore, rule overlaps can 
occur. For example, a rule that calculates the total year, applied to all variables will 
overlap with a rule that calculates the total revenue variable, applied to all time periods. 
Cubix resolves this conflict by the use of a Precedence Principle. The rule that applies, 
is the one that appears higher up the list of rules. It is important to consider the notion 
of rule precedence, particularly when writing rules across multiple dimensions. 

A popular way to start creating rules is to use the variable members list, creating a rule 
for each necessary variable from top to bottom. If any members from other dimensions 
need specific rules these may need to be added near the top of the list of rules. 

For each rule, the following attributes are required at minimum: 

 Name - a reference name for the rule. It must be unique, less than 30 
characters, with no spaces or special characters except an underscore (‘_’) and 
must start with a letter. Whilst the name of the rule could be anything, it is good 
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practice to give it the same name or a similar name to the item that you are 
calculating. For example, a rule that calculates the total revenue might be called 
‘Total_Revenue’.  

 Ratio - ensures rule calculations such as percentages are correctly calculated for 
consolidated entities and are not just aggregations of underlying percentage 
values. Ratio rules are always calculated last. 

 Range - specifies the address or range of cells, within a browser, where the 
calculation will apply. Cubix rules work based on Range by Exception. This 
means that when defining a range, if a particular dimension is not mentioned in 
the range, then all members of that dimension are affected by the calculation. 

The range of a calculation must include at least one element, and that can be a 
member or set from any of the following dimensions: variable, product, time, 
view or mode. Using sets in the range allows one rule to be applied to a selection 
of items. 

Ranges must be enclosed in square brackets. Multiple elements of a range can 
be defined and, in any order to further clarify the range the rule will be applied 
to. 

Examples of rule ranges: 

Range Examples Dimensions 
in Range 

Impact 

[Product_Revenue] Variable 

The Product_Revenue variable will be 
calculated for all entities, for all products, for 
all versions related to the rule set, for all time 

periods, for all views and for all modes. 

[TotalYr] Time 

The TotalYr time period will be calculated for 
all entities, all variables, for all products, for all 

versions related to the rule set, for all views 
and for all modes. 

[CF0002][Value] Variable & 
Mode 

The CF0002 variable will be calculated for all 
entities, for all products, for all versions 

related to the rule set, for all time periods, for 
all views but only for the periodic value mode. 

[PL_67][Jan][Input] Variable, 
Time & View 

The PL_67 variable will be calculated for all 
entities, for all products, for all versions 

related to the rule set, for all modes but only 
for the January time period and only for the 

input view. 
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 Rule – the actual calculation that will be performed on the specified range. A rule 
can include all the numeric operators (+ – * /) plus some functions and 
references which are specific to Cubix explained in other sections. 

Basic Rules 
Writing rules in Cubix mainly requires basic numeric operators. However, more complex 
calculations can be achieved using more complex rules. 

Basic numeric operators: 

Operator Explanation Example 

* Multiply ProfitBeforeTax * TaxRate 
/ Divide GrossProfit / TotalSales 

+ Add 
DirectSales + IndirectSales + 

OtherSales 

– Subtract TotalSales - TotalCosts 

.. 

Sum through. Define a start member 
and end member with the sum 

through operator between them to 
sum between and including the two 

members mentioned. 

DirectSales .. OtherSales 

Conditional Rules 
Sometimes a rule should be calculated only if a given condition is met. Alternatively, you 
may want a rule to apply only to a specific dimension. This can be achieved with a 
conditional statement rule similar to the conditional statement formula in Excel. 

The conditional statement formula format: 

IF( Logical Test, [Result if True], [Result if False] ) 

To perform a logical test, values need to be compared against each other.  
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Logical test operators: 

The @ symbol must be used when referring directly to a member in a conditional rule. 

Logical OR and AND Operators 
It is possible to test for multiple conditions rather than just one. 

Logical OR and AND operators: 

The @ symbol must be used when referring directly to a member in a conditional rule. 

Cell Specs 
A rule can be further narrowed using Cell Specs. Cell specs are similar to ranges, but 
they are entered as part of the rule itself and therefore are more related to what is 
being applied, rather than where it is being applied. 

In their simplest form, cell specs are a list of dimension members, separated by a colon. 

For example, Sales:Jan:Input or Budget:LocalCurrency. 

This means the rule applied using these cell specs will be used in addition to the range 
previously specified.  

Operator Explanation Example 
== Equal to (double equals sign) IF( Entity == @UK, 20, 25 ) 
!= Not equal to IF( Entity != @UK, 25, 20 ) 

>  Greater than IF( Active_Months > 12, TotalAll, 
TotalCY ) 

>= Greater than or equal to 
IF( Active_Months >= 13, TotalAll, 

TotalCY ) 

<  Less than IF( Active_Months < 13, TotalCY, 
TotalAll ) 

<= Less than or equal to 
IF( Active_Months <= 12, TotalCY, 

TotalAll ) 

Operator Description Explanation Example 

|| Logical OR 
Returns the True 

argument when any of the 
OR conditions are met. 

IF( Version == @Actual || 
Version == @Budget, 20, 25 ) 

&& Logical AND 

Returns the True 
argument when all 

the AND conditions are 
met. 

IF( Entity == @UK && Version 
== @Actual, 20, 25 ) 
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Making certain cells input 
Sometimes you may want to create a rule that tests for a certain condition and when 
that condition is not met, to treat that cell, within a browser, as an input cell rather than 
a calculated cell. 

By using @Input in the rule, it treats that part as user input rather than a calculated 
value. 

This way you can have a result apply if true, but allow user input if false. 

For example, IF( Entity == @UK, @Input, 25 ) 

Other Rule Functions 
There are a number of other functions that can be used in rules: 

Operator Explanation 
; Separates the rule applied to an explanation of a rule. 

@CAP 
Returns the index number of the current actual period 

(CAP). Only available in Actual and ActFor versions. 

@NA Returns a blank cell, within a browser, not allowing for 
input. 

[-1] 

Returns the value of the member according to the 
relative index number. For example, for the version 

actual, Actual[-1] returns the value from the version one 
position earlier in the list of version members likely 

PriorYr. 

Time[:-1] Relative time period, using the opening balance (if 
available). 

Time[>-1] Relative time period, ignoring the opening balance. 

Time[:>-1] 
Relative time period, using the opening balance as a 

logical time period. 
Examples of these other rule functions can be viewed in various sample models and 
model templates. 

Summary 
 Rules are created in Rule Sets, which in turn are assigned to versions. 

 Each calculation rule has a name, ratio option, range and the actual calculation 
to be performed. 

 Cubix rules work with Precedence Principle where the rule that applies, is the 
one that appears higher in the list of rules. 
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 A popular way to start creating rules is to use the variable members list, creating 
a rule for each necessary variable from top to bottom 

 Rules can be applied to a specific cell or a range of cells. Cubix rules work based 
on Range by Exception, the range assumes every member of each dimension is 
selected unless a dimension member or set is specifically included in the rule 
range.  

 Rules do not need an equal sign to start them. 

 The @ symbol must be used when referring directly to a member in a conditional 
rule. 

 Examples of these rules can be viewed in various sample models and model 
templates. 

How to add calculation rules 
To add calculation rules, use the above information and: 

1. First click the Calculation Rules tile.  

2. For the ActRules tab enter calculation rules relating to versions assigned with 
the actrules rule set.  

3. In the left side pane, enter a rule Name, tick the Ratio box if it is needed then 
define a Range for the rule to be applied.  

4. In the right rule editor side pane, enter a Rule to be calculated for the specified 
range.  

5. Repeat for each rule and rule set. 
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6. Click Save.  

7. Once all rule calculations have been added, click Back and Yes to verify the 
design definitions. 

8. Save the model design. 

What is currency? 
Enable the Currency module to allow entry in different currencies with conversion to a 
standard base currency. 

Once the currency module is enabled, all currencies need to be defined and a base 
currency needs to be defined for data to be converted to. A local currency member 
needs to be assigned to each input entity member and an exchange rate type assigned 
to each variable member. 

The currency module creates two currency view members (LocalCurrency and 
BaseCurrency, part of the CurrView dimension). Local currency allows for viewing of 
input and elimination entity data. Base currency allows for viewing of input, elimination 
and consolidated entity data. You can add more views which allows conversion of all 
data to more currencies. 

Adding currency views is limited in some editions. 

Exchange rates are entered or loaded into the model for the appropriate currency, rate 
type, version and time period. These rates convert local currency values to base 
currency values. 

The currency screen within the model designer consists of 3 panes:  

Pane Explanation 
Currency Holds the various local currencies needed in the model. 

Currency View 
Shows the different currency view members and where 

you can assign default currency(s). 

Rate Type Shows the variants of exchange rates to be used when 
the conversion to the base currency takes place. 
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How to set up currency 
For each currency, the following attributes are required at minimum: 

 Name – enter a unique name, less than 30 characters, with no spaces or special 
characters except an underscore (‘_’). It must start with a letter. 

 Description – enter a description no longer than 60 characters. 

To set up the currency module: 

1. First switch on currency within the Currency Members tile, this activates the 
currency module.  

2. Next click the Currency Members tile.  

3. In the left Currency pane, enter each currency’s Name and Description. The NA 
member cannot be deleted but can be renamed.  

4. In the centre Currency View pane, for the BaseCurrency member, define the 
Default Currency for all consolidated data to be converted to.  

5. Click Save for all.  

6. Click Back and Yes to verify the design definitions.  
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7. Click the Entity Members tile.  

8. For each input and elimination entity, assign a LocalCurrency attribute. The 
local currency should be the same currency as the data which will be loaded to 
this entity.  

9. Click Save, click Back and Yes to verify the design definitions.  

10. Click the Variable Members tile.   
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11. For each transaction and balanced type variable, assign a Rate Type.  

12. Click Save, click Back and Yes to verify the design definitions.  

13. Save the model design. 

When a currency rule may be needed 
The default inbuilt currency conversion for Cubix is to take the local currency value for a 
particular time period and convert it to the base currency using whatever exchange rate 
has been entered for that time period. There is, however, a scenario where this default 
method would not give the desired result. 

For transaction type variables, local currency values are normally converted using an 
average rate for the time period. The standard conversion method handles this well 
when the input as YTD attribute has not been ticked for any version. 

However, if versions have the Input as YTD attribute ticked (most likely in actrules), the 
standard method will convert the YTD local currency value using the exchange rate for 
just the current time period. It wouldn’t convert each local currency value within the YTD 
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cumulation by the exchange rate for its time period. In this instance an optional rule 
may need to be written to correctly handle the currency conversion. 

To create the currency conversion rule: 

1. First go to the Set Members tile and create a variable set called TranVars and 
add all the transaction type variable members that need to be converted. Save 
and click Back to Main Menu.  

2. Go to Calculation Rules and add a new rule to the bottom of the ActRules set 
or the rule set for which Input as YTD has been ticked.  

3. Name the rule CurrCalc, leave the ratio unticked and define the range 
as [TranVars][Input][YTD].  

4. Next enter the rule to be calculated: 
IF( CurrView == @LocalCurrency, @Input, IF( Time == @Jan, 
LocalCurrency:YTD / @CurCCR, ( LocalCurrency:YTD - 
LocalCurrency:YTD:Time[:>-1] ) / @CurCCR + YTD:Time[:>-1] ) )  

If January is not the first month within the time dimension, please change the rule 
accordingly to refer to the first time period. 

FX Variables 
FX variables hold the resulting foreign exchange differences that result when summed 
variables are converted using different rate types. 

To handle that exchange rate difference and to ensure any subsequent calculations 
show the correct converted amount, FX variables are inserted into the variables list. 

When viewing data on these FX variables, it will only display values in base currency. 
There is no calculation of exchange differences in local currency.  
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To add FX variables to the list of variables: 

1. First click the Variable Members tile.  

2. Establish where cross currency conversions are occurring between the 
variables.  

3. Insert a new variable immediately above the affected calculated variable. The FX 
variable should be identical to the calculated variable, however it needs FX as a 
prefix and the FXVar attribute ticked.  

4. Once all FX variable members have been added, click Back and Yes to verify the 
design definitions.  

5. Save the model design.  
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Validating and Generating a Model 
How to add users to a model 
To add users to a model: 

1. First a user must be created in the Manage User Licenses area before they can 
be added to a model.  

2. Once the user has been set up, open the model you wish to add the user to. 
3. Go to Manage Users, the users screen will appear.  

4. Click Add and select the name of the user you wish to add to the model.  

5. If necessary, enter a Description and/or Password. Please make a note of the 
password.  

6. Click Save, Back then Save Model Design.  

How to validate a model 
Validating is the process of checking all aspects of the model’s design to make sure they 
all conform to Cubix requirements. 

The process will check for a number of possible issues with the model including 
member name conflicts, member name duplicates and invalid calculation rules etc. 

The process displays a validation window showing progress through each element 
listing any errors found, these errors must be corrected before a generate can take 
place. 
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The most recent validation log file can be viewed at any time through the Validation 
Log. 

To validate a model: 

1. Click Validate Model, the validate window will appear and the process will start.  

2. Once complete or if an error has been found, a Validation Log will appear, 
review the log.  

3. Make the appropriate changes to the model if the validation process reads 
unsuccessful. You will need to re-validate after correcting errors. Once the 
validation process reads successful the model conforms to Cubix requirements 
and is eligible for generation. 

How to generate a model 
Generating is the process of compiling all aspects of the model’s design into a live 
model enabling access to users. 

When starting a Generate, if a successful Validate has occurred, the model will 
immediately start generating. However, if a model change has been detected since the 
last validate process, the generate process will run a validation process before 
generating. 

There are 2 generate methods: 

Method Explanation 

Create a new empty database 
and overwrite existing data 

Generates a new empty model. If a previously 
generated version of that model already exists, it will be 
overwritten, and data will be lost. Ensure data has been 

backed up before selecting this option. 

Create a new database and 
restore all existing data  

Takes a backup of data in the existing model, then 
generates a new updated model and restores the data 

from the backup. This is the recommended option when 
generating an updated version of an existing model. 

The Calculate and Consolidate model option calculates and consolidates the 
model instead of manually triggering the process in Cubix. 

Any data relating to a member that existed in a previously generated version of a model 
which has now been removed, will not be restored in the new model. 
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The model must be closed by all users before generating successfully. 

To generate a model: 

1. Click Generate, the generate options window will appear.  

2. Select the generate method you wish to use.  

3. If necessary, tick the Calculate and Consolidate model option.  

4. Click OK to start the process.  

5. A validate may occur to ensure the model conforms to Cubix requirements. 
Make the appropriate changes to the model if the validation part of the 
generate process reads unsuccessful. You will need to re-validate or re-
generate after correcting errors.  

6. When the generate process reads successful, the model has been generated 
and will be available in Cubix enabling access to users.  

How to use generate rules 
Generating rules is the process of compiling only the calculation rules of the model’s 
design into the live model enabling access to users the latest rules. 

Generate Rules applies the latest rules to the already generated model and data. As 
only the rules are generated, the integrity of the model remains intact and therefore 
data does not need to be restored. This is especially useful for large models. 

This option, therefore, is available when only the rules have been updated. It is not 
available if other areas of the model have been edited since the last time the model was 
generated. 

The model must be closed by all users before generating rules successfully. 
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To use generate rules: 

1. Click Generate Rules.  

2. A validate may occur to ensure the rules conforms to Cubix requirements. 
Make the appropriate changes to the rules if the validation part of the 
generate rules process reads unsuccessful. You will need to re-generate rules 
after correcting errors.  

3. When the generate rules process reads successful, the rules have been 
generated and will be available in Cubix enabling access to users.  

How to use generate users 
Generate Users adds the latest users to the already generated model and data. As only 
the users are generated, the integrity of the model remains intact. 

Generate users should only be performed when a change to the model’s users has 
occurred. 

The model must be closed by all users before generating users successfully. 

To use generate users: 

1. Click Generate Users, when the generate users process reads successful, the 
users have been generated and access will be available in Cubix.  


